Bolt hole spacing, see Note 2

Bolt hole at each end of each bolt channel strut

1/8" rivet at each end of each channel strut

3'-9½" bolt hole spacing, see note 2

Formed edge at left and right edge of panel

Rivet at centerline of each strut at spacing shown

Face view of formed panel

Single panel shown

Typical bolt hole detail

A-5 mounting hardware, see note 6

1. "BC" indicates centerline of bolt channel strut.
   "C" indicates centerline of channel strut.

2. See Standard Plan S90 for location and configuration of struts.

3. Bolt channel and channel extrusions shall be 1" x 1" x 1/8" aluminum alloy 6063-T6.

4. All rivets shall be 3/32" in diameter and anodized aluminum.
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